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Interactive Content
● Having online quizzes or polls that are related to the lesson
● Taking virtual field trips or tours and then discussing how the overall experience was afterwards 
● Use multimedia content such as videos, interactive simulations, and virtual labs to make the 

learning experience more engaging.
● Integrate short mindfulness or relaxation activities into the class. Helps break up longer sessions 

and keeps students engaged.



Discussion Forum

● Students are able to take the information they learned from the course content and lecture 
and apply it into their discussion post to share with the class.

● Student’s have the ability to read each other’s response. 
● Student’s are able to respond to each others post which makes the activity much more 

engaging as they are able to interact with one another and share their thoughts and 
perspectives.



Flipped Classroom:

● Methodology that helps teachers to prioritize active learning during class time by assigning 
students materials to review at home or outside class.

● This provides the students to voice the knowledge, along with learn from their peers.



Real World Application:

● Relate lessons to real-world scenarios and show how the knowledge being gained is 
applicable in practical situations.

● Assign projects or case studies that allow students to apply what they've learned.



Gamification
● Gamification is insertion gaming elements into non gaming settings 
● This can build interaction by having students participate in learning games.  
● This give students a break from heavy content but allows them to continue learning about the 

topic at hand. 



Guest Speakers and Webinars

● Invite guest speakers or industry experts for virtual sessions to provide 
real-world insights and experiences.

● Conduct webinars or virtual field trips to enhance the learning experience.



Varied Assessment Methods

● Diversity assessment methods beyond traditional exams, such as presentations, 
portfolios, and peer assessments.

● Allow flexibility in assessment deadlines to accommodate different learning levels.



Regular Check-ins
 

Schedule regular one-on-one or group check-ins to understand individual progress, address concerns, 
and provide additional support.


